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The aim of this article is to measure the indexes of productivity of the prefix ful- and the 

suffix -ful in Old English adjective formation. This analysis is based on Baayen’s 

framework, which comprises different measures on productivity. The major sources of the 

analysis are The Dictionary of Old English Corpus and the lexical database of Old English 

Nerthus. This study of productivity allows for a diachronic perspective on the evolution of 

these affixes from the Old English period to the present. The main conclusion drawn from 

this analysis is that the suffix -ful is more productive than its prefixal counterpart, which 

implies that more productive patterns are still maintained in Present-day English in 

contradistinction to the disappearance of less productive ones.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The topic of Old English word-formation has been approached from a variety of 

perspectives, given the generalization, richness and relative transparency of the 

phenomenon. Kastovsky (1992) has offered the most exhaustive description to the date, 

including the processes (zero derivation, affixation and compounding), units (bases of 

derivation as well as prefixes and suffixes) and main diachronic changes (loss of formal 

and semantic analysability). Kastovsky (2006) has also dealt with the typological evolution 
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undergone by Old English as a result of which variable morphological bases (stems) were 

replaced by invariable morphological bases (words) both in inflectional and derivational 

processes. From a more theoretical perspective, a number of questions have been posed 

relating to recursivity and lexical layers (Martín Arista fc.-b, fc.-c, fc.-d). In the area of 

productivity, on the other hand, few advances have been made, with the exception of the 

studies in the productivity of some Old English suffixes carried out by Maíz Villalta (fc.-a, 

fc.-b) and Mateo Mendaza (fc.). These authors solve some of the difficulties of studying 

the productivity of a historical language pointed out by Kastovsky (1992) and Lass (1994) 

by adopting a quantitative method that combines lexicological and lexicographical sources. 

With this background, this journal article aims at assessing the productivity of the Old 

English prefix ful- and its suffixal counterpart -ful within a text-based account on 

productivity. The analysis centres on the lexical class of the adjective in order to get a 

more accurate calculation of the productivity of these affixes. Given this aim, the 

remainder of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the different approaches 

to productivity and pays special attention to Baayen’s (1992, 1993) theory. Section 3 

demonstrates the affixal status of ful- and -ful in terms of the grammaticalization process 

affecting the Old English adjective full. The analysis of productivity is presented in section 

4, where the indexes of productivity in the narrow sense and global productivity are 

calculated by means of the information retrieved from The Dictionary of Old English 

Corpus (Healey et al. 2004). Section 5 offers the main conclusions of this research and, to 

close the article, an appendix lists the different word forms under analysis, together with 

their occurrences in the corpus.  

 

 

2. Qualitative and quantitative approaches to morphological productivity 
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In spite of the vast amount of literature dealing with various aspects of word-formation, 

morphological productivity is a relatively recent topic of discussion and few are the studies 

conducted in this area. Among the most significant contributions to the field, we find those 

made by Bauer (2004, 2005), Baayen (1992, 1993, 2009), Plag (1999, 2003) and Rainer 

(2005). Overall, there are two different approaches regarding morphological productivity, 

namely qualitative and quantitative approaches. These two approaches are largely 

convergent since they feed each other to determine the productivity of a given process. 

Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that productivity is not an absolute notion; it is a 

scalar phenomenon in which intermediate cases are much more frequent than those in the 

polar categories. Therefore, it is not possible to determine the productivity of a process by 

focusing on the qualitative patterns it displays only. It is also necessary to obtain 

quantitative data in order to determine the productivity along the scale. As Plag (1999: 22) 

remarks, “if something can happen (ruled by qualitative approaches), it should be possible 

to quantify the probability of its occurrence (ruled by quantitative approaches)” [emphasis 

as in original-RMM]. Quantitative approaches, therefore, seem more accurate when it 

comes to measuring productivity than qualitative ones.  

Within the quantitative trend, Baayen (1992, 1993) proposes different measures in 

order to determine the number of possible words turned out by a certain process of word-

formation. These measures rely on the counting of tokens (N), all word forms belonging to 

a certain category, and types (V), the different word forms of a given category, as well as 

some other frequencies that each measure may require. The first measure proposed by 

Baayen is called productivity in the narrow sense (P), which is defined as:  

 

(…) the ratio of the types that occur once only in the corpus or text [with the process 

under analysis - RMM], the hapax legomena to the total number of tokens counted for 

that corpus or text [also with the affix analysed - RMM] (Baayen 1994: 5-6).  
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Therefore, P estimates the probability to come across new types in the sample in 

question. Baayen (1992, 1993) introduces a new concept which has become central to the 

assessment of morphological productivity, the hapax legomenon (plural hapax legomena, 

also known as hapaxes), which makes reference to those forms occurring only once in the 

corpus. Hapax legomena entail a certain measure of the likelihood of neologisms to appear 

in the language. The measure P is the quotient of the number of hapaxes with that given 

morphological process (n1) and the tokens, or in other words, the total number of words in 

the corpus with that affix (N), thus P = n1/N. What P really expresses is the probability of 

new types with that morphological process to appear in the corpus if its extension grows, 

and, consequently, the probability of creating new words with that process in a given 

language. However, Baayen (2009: 14) distinguishes clearly hapax legomena from 

neologisms and stresses the importance of lexicographical sources for the study of 

productivity, since hapaxes have to be checked with the information provided by a reliable 

dictionary. In the dictionary, neologisms will appear among hapaxes, but although they 

may sometimes coincide, they constitute a different phenomenon. This is the reason why P 

is not an exact calculation, but just a measure of the degree of growth of productivity of an 

affix in a given language (Baayen 1993: 189). Moreover, the value of the productivity 

index may vary depending on the size of the sample, thus P decreases if N increases.  

Global productivity (P*) is another measure for productivity introduced by Baayen 

(1993). This measure also requires textual analysis, since it is calculated by means of the 

index of narrow productivity and the number the lemmatized forms or types for each affix 

in the corpus. The novelty of this measure relies on its representation. It does not provides 

numerical but visual results, represented in a statistical figure where the different indexes 

of productivity for each affix can be compared in terms of the distance between them. The 
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figure consists of two axes: the vertical one stands for the number of types, while the 

horizontal axis represents the index of narrow productivity.  

In section 4, global productivity as well as productivity in the narrow sense are applied 

to the prefixes under consideration. Before carrying out this analysis, it is necessary to 

discuss some aspects relating to the grammaticalization undergone by ful- and -ful. This is 

done in the next section. 

 

 

3. The affixes ful- and -ful: grammaticalization 

 

Considering the theoretical and methodological remarks made in the previous sections, this 

section starts the analysis of the lexical items at stake by focusing on their bound (affixal) 

status. 

Marchand (1969: 291) distinguishes the unaccented adjectival suffix in mindful from 

the accented nominal suffix in mouthful. Stein (2007: 59) follows in Marchand´s track and 

makes exactly the same point. Both suffixes can be traced back to Old English, although 

the nominal one is a recent suffix (Marchand 1969: 292). Regarding the adjectival suffix, 

Marchand (1969: 291) points out that it is originally identical with the adjective full. Along 

with the bound form, the free form functions as an adjunct in adjectival compounds such as 

full-time (job) and as a modifier in syntactic phrases of the type the full duration. The 

situation in Old English is comparable, but differs in some significant respects. In the first 

place, there is an initial segment with intensifying function in instances like fulbeorht ‘very 

bright, resplendent’. This initial segment is sometimes difficult to distinguish from the 

adverbial modifier of the adverbial phrase, as in ful geōmorre ‘very sadly’ (Pilch 1970: 

221). Secondly, the adjective full ‘full’ represents a free form functioning as the head of an 

adjectival phrase in instances of genitive government like sēo sawl ðē bið synna full ‘the 
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soul that is full of sins’ (Pilch 1970: 188); and accusative government such as mūð ful 

‘mouthful’ and tȳn winter full ‘ten years long’ (Pilch 1970: 222). Thirdly, the noun full 

‘cup’ appears in phrases like wines full ‘cup of wine’. Fourthly, the segment -full turns up 

as a bound form in derivatives with abstract meaning, from nouns (angietfull ‘intelligent’), 

adjectives (bealoful ‘wicked’). Wright (1984: 323) remarks that -full is the same word as 

the adjective full. Given the four functions of the affixes in question, this research takes 

issue with the measure of productivity of ful- and -ful in adjectival formations. Therefore, 

the next step is to ascertain the affixal status of these forms as resulting from 

grammaticalization.  

There seems to be agreement in the literature regarding the fact that the adjective full 

‘full’ is the origin of all the different forms that the affix ful may adopt. While there is 

agreement on the status of the segment -ful, which is considered a suffix in Old English 

(Wright 1984: 323; Kastovksy 1992: 390; Quirk and Wrenn 1994), there is some 

controversy regarding the nature of the segment ful-. The literature has dealt with ful in 

terms of a cline of grammaticalization, which, in its synchronic dimension, is described by 

Hopper and Traugott (2003: 7) as a basket full of eggs > a cupful of water > hopeful. By 

grammaticalization I mean the change from lexical status into grammatical status (Hopper 

and Traugott 2003: 18). As Givón (2009: 301) puts it, “grammaticalization involves 

desemanticization of lexical forms, which gain more abstract meanings”.  

Welna (2000: 2) insists on the importance of a diachronic explanation for the 

phenomenon and contends that Hopper and Traugott (2003) ignore the stage of a shift in 

the sense of full from adjectival to adverbial and the rise of a new intensifier, like in the 

phrases full gode ‘very good’, ful rice ‘very powerful’, etc., where ful continues to be 

preposed to the noun modified. Welna (2000) offers a more detailed description of the 

evolution that can be summarised as follows. In the first stage, the adjective full acquires 

the function of intensifier. This change is called, after Hopper and Traugott (2003: 113), 
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divergence, the process whereby a less grammatical form may split into two, one variant 

maintaining its former characteristics, the other becoming more grammatical. This 

grammatical form, which can be considered a prefix, can be attached to all major lexical 

categories as well as to some adpositions, thus providing them with grammatical meaning, 

that is, with a less specific and more generalized meaning, as shown in the instances in (5): 

(5)  a.  fullǣst ‘help, support’,  fulbōt ‘full amends’ 

b. fulbeorht ‘very bright, resplendent’, fulfrēolic ‘very liberal’, fulgemæc ‘very suitable’, fulgēomor 

‘full sad, very sad’, fulhār ‘entirely grey, very hoary’, fulhealden ‘contented; sufficient, ample’, fulriht ‘full 

right, most right or direct’, fulsmēðe ‘full smooth, very smooth’, fulyrre ‘full angry, very angry’ 

c. fulbrecan ‘to violate’,  fuldōn ‘to complete, perform; arrange’, fullberstan ‘to burst completely’ 

d. fulbealdlīce ‘full boldly, very boldly’, fulcāflīce ‘full quickly, very eagerly’, fulhēalīce ‘full 

highly, very highly’, fullweorðlīce ‘full worthily, very honourably’, fulsārlīce ‘full sorely, very harshly or 

violently’, fulðiclīce ‘full thickly, very often, very frequently’, fulwurðlīce ‘full worthily, very honourably’ 

e. fulgehende ‘full nigh, very near’ 

 

Then, in the second stage, the meaning of ful changes while it is displaced to suffixal 

position, transformed into a suffixal bound form and weakened phonologically as well as 

semantically. In terms of semantics, this weakening is reflected by the interchangeability  

of the affix, which can be replaced with another suffix without affecting the original 

meaning of the derivative significantly as well as by the necessity of another affix to be 

attached to the derivative in order to convey the meaning originally expressed by -ful. On 

the basis of the derivatives formed with the suffix, Welna (2000) claims that in Old English 

-ful is attached to nouns, not to adjectives. To the adjective deorcful ‘darkful’ provided by 

this author as an exception, the following can be added:  

(6)  ārweorðful ‘honourable’, ēstful ‘gracious, devoted, devout; fond of luxuries’, forhtful ‘fainthearted, 

timorous’, frecful ‘greedy’, gālful ‘wanton, lustful, luxurious’, gesundful ‘sound, whole, healthy; prosperous’, 

inwitful ‘wicked, crafty’, mihtful ‘powerful’, rihtful ‘rightful, honourable’, (ge)trēowful ‘faithful, trusty, true’, 

ðēostorful ‘dark, dusky’, ðrīstful, ‘presumptuous’, wōhful ‘wicked’, yfelful ‘malicious, wicked’ 
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To sum up, I concur with the basic aspects of the explanations put forward by Hopper and 

Traugott (2003) and Welna (2000), both of which ultimately draw on Wright’s (1984: 323) 

remark that -full is the same word as the adjective full ‘full’. I make these points with a 

view to stressing the grammaticalized character of ful-, thus constituting a prefixal bound 

form whose productivity can be measured and compared with that of the corresponding 

suffix. The main argument is that the low productivity of the intensifier leads to its 

disappearance since, as Welna (2000) claims, the rival form very, of French origin, 

establishes itself. On the other hand, the relatively higher productivity of the adjectival 

suffix contributes to its survival into Present-day English. 

 

 

4. Analysis of data 

 

Baayen’s (1992, 1993) measures require textual or corpora analysis, since they are 

calculated on the basis of the number of tokens, that is, the total number of occurrences of 

the affixes in the corpus; the number of types, or number of different forms in the corpus; 

and the number of hapaxes, those words occurring only once in the corpus. For this reason, 

I have selected The Dictionary of Old English Corpus as the main tool of this analysis. 

This on-line project provides us with 3,060 texts of different genres dated from the 6th 

century onwards, until the end of the Old English period. (1150 AD). The texts contain a 

total of, approximately, 3,000,000 words, which represents all surviving texts written in 

Old English. Additionally, the Old English lexical database Nerthus has been consulted in 

order to get the lexicographical perspective contributed by lemmatised forms and, 

ultimately, more accurate results. Nerthus contains approximately 30,000 headwords based 

mainly on Clark Hall’s A Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (1996), and secondarily on 
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Bosworth and Toller’s An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (1973) and Sweet’s The Student’s 

Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon (1976).  

Once we have gathered all the relevant linguistic data from the The Dictionary of Old 

English Corpus, including the derived words with the prefix or the suffix in question, as 

well as their number of occurrences (see appendix), it is possible to make the two measures 

proposed by Baayen (1992, 1993), namely narrow productivity and global productivity.  

Productivity in the narrow sense is the ratio of the number of different hapaxes with 

the affix in question to the number of tokens with the affix in the corpus. Therefore, the 

higher the number of hapaxes is, the higher the degree of productivity will become. Table 

1 presents the analysis of productivity in the narrow sense of the prefix ful- and the suffix -

ful:  

Affix N n1 P 

-ful(l) 2,824 191 0.07 

Ful(l)- 80 10 0.125 

P = n1 / N - - 1.00000 

Table 1: Productivity in the narrow sense. 

 

As can be seen in Table 1, the numbers of tokens and hapaxes differ considerably from the 

suffixal affix to its prefixal counterpart; therefore, their indexes of productivity are also far 

from each other. The prefix ful- exhibits a higher degree of narrow productivity than the 

suffix -ful, the reason being attributable to the higher number of hapaxes of the prefix. It 

seems odd, however, that the more tokens an affix has, the less productive it is. As a matter 

of fact, some authors, such as van Marle (1992), Plag (1999) and Bauer (2001), have 

criticised some shortcomings of the formula of narrow productivity proposed by Baayen 

(1992, 1993). All these authors claim that the number of types is crucial for a correct 

assessment of productivity and Bauer (2001: 153), for instance, argues that “the measure P 
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ignores the number of potential bases that are available for a particular morphological 

process”. In a convergent line, Lass (1994) states that some words may present only one 

occurrence in the corpus due to the fact that they are lexicalised forms or morphological 

residues about to disappear in the language rather than representing neologisms of the 

language in question. In this respect, Baayen (1992, 1993) himself admits that, in some 

cases, the results for narrow productivity are counterintuitive, especially when markedness 

is involved. In general, the marked member of a pair is less productive and, conversely, the 

unmarked member of the pair is more productive (Greenberg 1966, in Bybee 2001). In the 

analysis undertaken in this article, the suffix -ful represents the unmarked form (103 types), 

whereas ful- is the marked one, given that it displays a lower number of types (5 types) 

(see appendix). This assessment of markedness is not compatible with the measure of 

productivity in the narrow sense given in Table 1, in terms of which the prefix is more 

productive than the suffix. Baayen advances the following explanation for this issue:  

 

the unmarked category (…) is found to have the larger number of potential types, but 

since it is also put to use to a far greater extent than its marked counterpart, its number 

of potential types exceeds the number of observed types to a lesser extent than is the 

case for [the marked form-RMM] (1993: 31).  

 

In spite of this remark, Baayen (1993) introduces a new index of productivity as a 

response to the criticism upon the role of types in the assessment of productivity. As has 

been remarked above, global productivity (P*) combines narrow productivity and type 

calculation by means of a graphical representation in which the index of narrow 

productivity (P) is represented in the horizontal axis, whereas the number of types with that 

process in the corpus (V) is displayed in the vertical one. With the data in Table 2 we 

obtain the graphical representation of global productivity in Figure 1: 
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Affix P V 

- ful(l) 0,07 103 

Ful(l)- 0,125 5 

Table 2: Measures for global productivity. 

 

Figure 1: Global productivity for -ful and ful-.  

 

The interpretation of this graphical representation is as follows. On the one hand, the 

derivatives of the suffix ful are frequent, as indicated by V, whereas, on the other hand, the 

prefix ful- is more likely to enter a new formation, as shown by P. The question arises, 

therefore, of which measure has priority over the other. For Baayen (1993: 190), a large P 

in combination with a large V implies that more new types may be expected than when a 

large P co-occurs with a small V. This is so because P is a secondary measure, derived 

from the number of tokens (N) and the number of hapaxes (n1), whereas V is a primary 

measure, directly retrieved from the corpus. To sum up, the interpretation of the global 

productivity for ful- and -ful would be as follows. Whereas the high value of P for the 

prefix ful- is weakened by its small number of types, the low value of P for the suffix -ful is 

strengthened by the high number of types that it shows in the corpus, and, consequently, its 

global productivity will be higher than for its prefixal counterpart.  

Only two of the ful- derivatives found in Old English survived into the Middle English 

period, according to the Middle English Dictionary (2001), namely fūlitōhen ‘of persons: 
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badly brought up, ill-bred; wicked’ and fulsōm ‘Abundant, plentiful; (b) abounding in 

grace, gracious’, ‘well-fed; plump’, ‘arousing disgust (as of surfeit); loathsome’. In modern 

times, only the form fulsome (‘complimentary or flattering to an excessive degree’, ‘of 

large size or quantity; generous or abundant’) has kept the same form and a similar 

meaning as it displayed in Old English. On the other hand, the productivity of the suffix -

ful increaseded as time went by. This affix shows a high number of types during the Old 

English period (103), however, this number increased in Middle English, where 388 

adjectives coined with these patterns are found. In Present-Day English, the suffix -ful is 

still used to create new adjectives and nouns, as remarked by Marchand (1969) and Stein 

(2007). Subsequent historical development, therefore, is compatible with this assessment 

of morphological productivity that has been done above. This said, the main conclusions of 

this research are summarized in the next section. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

This article has offered an assessment of the productivity of the Old English affixes ful- 

and -ful in adjective formation. In spite of the different judgements on the nature of these 

two forms, I have insisted on the affixal status of ful-/-ful both in initial and final position 

by means of an analysis on the processes of grammaticalization they have undergone.  

 The measurement and comparison of the different indexes of productivity for these 

affixes have been done in order to gauge their extent of use and contribution to the lexical 

creation of the language. The analysis of productivity carried out within Baayen’s (1992, 

1993) framework, which relies on the counting of hapaxes, types and tokens to formulate 

the indexes of narrow productivity and global productivity, has shown that the global 

productivity of the suffix is higher than the one of the prefix. Despite the differences 
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between the indexes of narrow productivity (P) and global productivity (P*) for these 

affixes; and after having decided that it is the latter measure and especially the number of 

types (V) that should be considered to measure the degree of productivity of a given affix, 

it can be concluded that the suffix –ful, showing 103 types against the 5 types presented by 

ful-, is more productive than its prefixal counterpart. This statement is reinforced by the 

diachronic evolution undergone by the affixes from the Old English period to Present-Day 

English. The low number of types found for the prefix ful- resulted in the gradual loss of 

the words coined with this affix and, ultimately, in its total disappearance. This decline and 

loss is in accordance with the general tendency towards the weakening and replacement of 

Old English prefixes as described by de la Cruz (1975), Hiltunen (1983), Brinton (1986), 

Brinton and Traugott (2005) and Martín Arista (fc.-a). 

On the descriptive side, this study has shown that some words listed by the 

dictionaries such as fulbeorht ‘very bright, resplendent’, fulfrēolic ‘very liberal’, wamful 

‘impure, shameful, sinful, bad’, sprǣcful ‘talkative’ and scamful ‘modest’, among others, 

do not turn out any corpus matches. In spite of this shortcoming, a combined use of 

lexicological and lexicographical sources has been extremely useful and reliable for 

assessing the morphological productivity of the prefix ful- and the suffix -ful. 
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Appendix: types and tokens involved in the analysis of productivity 

 

1. Types and tokens for the prefix ful-: 

TYPES TOKENS 

Fulhealden (1) Fulhealden (1) 

Fulgōd (1) Fulgode (1) 

Fulnēah (55) Fulneah (28), fullneah (11), fullneh (1), fulneh (7), folnæh (1), folneah (5), fulnieh 

(1), fulnah (1) 

Fulriht (1) Fulryhte (1) 

Fulcuð (22) Fulcuð (9), fulcuðe (1), fulcuðum (2), fulcuþe (1), fulcuþan (1), fullcuð (6), fulcuðne 

(2) 

 

2. Types and tokens for the suffix -ful:  

TYPES  TOKENS 

Ārweorðful (12)  

 

Arwurðfullan (3), arwurðfulla (1), arwurðfulle (1), arwurðful (4), arwuþfullum (1), 

arwurþfullan (1), arwurðfulne (1) 
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(ge)cwildful (3) Cwyldfulle (2), gecwyldfulle (1) 

(ge)flitful (9) Geflitful (4), geflitfullan (1), geflitfulles (2), geflitfulra (2) 

(ge)lēafful (379) Geleaffull (15), geleafful (26), geleaffulla (13), geleaffullan (92), geleaffulle (77), 

geleaffullra (9), geleaffullre (2), geleaffullum (107), geleaful (2), geleafull (3), 

geleafullan (7), geleafullum (9), geleafulre (2), geleafulra (7), geleffulle (1), 

gelæffullum (2), leafful (1), leaffulle (3), leafulle (1) 

(ge)limpful (1) Gelimpfulran (1) 

(ge)swincful (39) Geswincful (13), geswincfull (6), geswincfullan (3), geswincfulle (3), geswincfullum 

(4), geswyncfull (2), geswyncfullan (1), geswyncfulle (4), swincfull (1), swincfulle 

(1), geswencfulle (1) 

(ge)trēowful (19) Getreowfull (3), getreowfulla (1), getreowfullan (2), getreowfulra (9), getreowfulre 

(1), getreowful (1), getrywfullan (1), getrywfullum (1) 

Ðēawful (1) Þeawfulle (1) 

Ðēostorful (3) Ðeostorful (1), ðeostorfull (1), þeostorfulre (1) 

Ðræcful (4) Þreafulle (4) 

Ðrīstful (1) Þristfulle (1) 

Ðryðful (3) Þryðfullum (1), þryðfulle (1), þryðfullan (1) 

Ðrymful (8) Þrymfulle (2), þrymful (5), þrymfullan (1) 

Æfestful (1) Æfestful (1) 

Ælmesfull (5) Ælmesfullan (1), ælmesfulle. (3), ælmesfulla (1) 

Andgietful (15) Andgetfullan (1), andgitfull (2), andgitfulle (1), andgitfullre (1), andgytfull (2), 

andgytfullan (1), andgytfulle (2), angitfullum (1), andgitful (1), andgytful (2), 

angitful (1) 

Andwliteful (1) Andwlitefull (1) 

Ārful (24) Arfull (4), arfulla (2), arfullan (2),arfulle (8), arfulre (1), arful (7)  

Bealuful (7) Bealofull (1), bealofulla (2), bealofullan (2), bealofullum (1), bealufulle (1) 

Bismerful (26) Bismerfullum (1), bismorfullum (1), bysmorfullan (2), bysmorfulle (2), 

bysmorfullum (17), bysmurfulle (1), bysmorful (2) 

Brerdful (1) Brerdful (1) 

Byrstful (2) Byrstfull (1), byrstful (1) 
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Carful (53) Carfull (7), carfulla (1), carfulle (11), carfullre (1), carful (21), carfullum (7), 

cearfullan (2), cearfulle (1), cearful (2) 

Cēacful (2) Ceacfullum (1), ceacfulne (1) 

Cēastful (2) Ceastfull (1), ceastfullan (1) 

Deorcful (2)  Deorcfull (2) 

Dīegolful (1) Degolfulne (1) 

Earmful (3) Earmfullan (1), earmfulle (1), earmfulre (1) 

Edwītful (4) Edwitfullum (3), edwitfull (1) 

Egeful (33) Egefull (7), egefulla (1), egefullan (6), egefulle (4), egefullum (3), egeful (11), 

egefulne (1) 

Egesful (73) Egesfull (11), egesfullan (21), egesfulle (7), egesfullum (3), egysfull (3), egysfulle 

(1), egesful (24), egesfulre (1), egesfulra (2) 

Ēstful  (80) Ēstful (21), ēstfull (12), ēstfulla (2), ēstfullan (7), ēstfulle (9), ēstfullum (21), 

ēstfulre (3), ēstfulles (3), oēstful (1), ēsteful (1). 

Fācenful (97) Facenfull (5), facenfulla (1), facenfullan (7), facenfulle (41), facenfullne (1), 

facenfullum (18), facenful (9), facenfulre (14), facnesfullan (1) 

Fæcful (3) Fæcfull (1), facfulre (1), facfullan (1) 

Firenful (24) Firenfullan (3), firenfulle (9), firenfullra (2), firenfullum (2), firenfulra (7), 

firenfulles (1) 

Foreðancful (1) Foreþancfulne (1) 

Forhtful (1) Forhtfull (1) 

Frēcenful (17) Frecenfull (2), frecenfullan (3), frecenfulle (4), frecenful (1), frecenfulre (2), 

fræcenfullum (1), fræcenful (4) 

Frecful (2) Fræcfulre (2) 

Fremful (21) Fremfull (3), fremfulle (11), fremfullre (1), fremful (5), fremfullum (1) 

Fȳrenful (47) fȳrenfull (5), fȳrenfulla (1), fȳrenfullan (13), fȳrenfulle (10), fȳrenfulra (14), 

fȳrenfullum (4)  

Fyrwitful (2) Ferwettfulle (1), fęrwitfulla (1) 

Gālful (8) Gālful (2), gālfull (2), gālfullan (1), gālfulle (1), gālfulre (1), gālfullum (1) 

Geðancful (15) Ðancfulle (1), ðancful (1), geÞancfull (1), Þancfulle (2), Þancful (5), Þancfull (4), 
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Þancfulre (1) 

Gecwealmful (2) Gecwyldfulle (1), gecweldfulle (1) 

Gehlystful (1) Gehlystfull (1) 

Gelāstful (2) Gelastfull (2) 

Gemyndful (1) Gemendful (1) 

Genyhtful (1) Genyhtfullum (1) 

Geornful (71) Geornfull (19), geornfulla (2), geornfullan (5), geornfulle (22), geornfullum (6), 

giornfulle (1), geornfulra (1), gearnfull (1), geornfulles (1), geornfulre (10), 

geornfullo (2), gearnfulle (1) 

Gestrēonful (7) Gestreonfullan (2), gestreonfulle (2), gestreonfulre (2), gestreonfullum (1)  

Gesundful (51) Gesundfull (6), gesundfulla (7), gesundfullan (1), gesundfulle (6), gesundfullum 

(10), gesundful (21) 

Gewinful (4) Gewinful (2), gewinfulne (1), gewinfulra (1) 

Glengful (1) Glengfulre (1) 

Grimful (1) Grimful (1) 

Hearmful (1) Hearmfullum (1) 

Hefeful (2) Hefefullum (1), hefefulre (1) 

Hleahterful (1) Hleahterfulra (1) 

Hlīsful (11) Hlisfull (1), hlisfulle (1), hlisful (6), hlisfulles (2), hlisfulne (1) 

Hohful (21) Hogfullum (1) 

Hrēohful (1) Hreohfull (1) 

Hyhtful (5)  Hyhtful (3), hyhtfulle (1), hehtful (1), hihtfulne (1) 

Hyrnful (2) Hyrnfullum (2) 

Ieldful (2) Yldfulle (1), ylfulle (1) 

Inwitful (16) Inwitful (1), inwitfull (1), inwitfullan (3), inwitfulle (4), inwitfullum (3), inwitfulra 

(1), inwitfulre (3) 

Leahtorful (18) Leahtorfulne (1) 

Lustful (4) Lustfull (2), lustful (1), lustfullum (1) 

Mǣðful (1) Mæðfull (1) 

Manful (241) Manfull (14), manfulla (30), manfullan (94), manfulle (28), manfullra (1), 
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manfullum (35), mannfull (1), manful (14), manfulra (14), manfulles (9), 

maanfullum (1) 

Mihtful (1) Mihtful (1) 

Mōdful (1) Modful (1) 

Nebwlātful (2) Nebwlatful (2) 

Needful (3) Neodful (1), neodfulre (1), neodfulle (1) 

Nīðful   (26) niðfulla (13), niðfullan (3), niðfulle (1), niðfullum (3), nyðfull (1), niþfull (1), 

niþfulla (1), niþfullum (3)  

Ofergeswincful (1) Ofergeswincfull (1) 

Rihtful (2) Rihtfulle (2)  

Rūmgiful (3) Rumgifulum (1), rumgiful (2) 

Sandful (1) Sandfull (1) 

Scandful Scandfulla (1), scandfulne (1), scandfulra (1), sceandfulne (2) 

Sceaðful (1) Sceaðfullum (1) 

Scyldful (5) Scyldfull (1), scyldfulra (1), scyldfullum (2), scyldfullan (1) 

Sideful (17) Sidefull (1), sidefullna (1), sidefulla (1), sidefulle (3), sidefullum (1), sydefull (1), 

sydefulle (1), sideful (6), sidefulre (2) 

Slacful (1) Slacfulran (1) 

Sorgful (43) Sorgfull (1), sorgful (1), sorgfullan (1), sorgfulle (2), sorgfullne (1), sorhfull (9), 

sorhfulla (1), sorhfullan (6), sorhfulle (4), sorhfullne (1), sorhfullum (5), sorhful 

(11) 

Swicful (14) Swicful (3), swicfulles (2), swicfulle (4), swicfullum (3), swicfulre (2) 

Synnful (949) Synfull (32), sinful (58), synfulla (107), synfullan (293), synfulle (238), synfullne 

(1), synfullra (10), synfullum (158) synnfull (8), synnfulla (1), synnfullan (5), 

synnfulle (13), synnfulne (2), synnfullra (2), synnfullum (21) 

Tǣlful (1) Talfulle (1) 

Tēamful (7) Teamfulle (7) 

Tēonful (24) Teonfull (1), teonful (11), teonfulla (1), teonfullan (4), teonfulle (2), teonfullum (5) 

Tūddorful (3) Tudderfullum (2), tudderfulle (1) 

Tungful (1) Tungfull (1) 
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Wæterful (2) Wæterfull (2) 

Weorðful (57)  Weorðfull (3), weorðfulla (1), weorðfullum (1), wurðfull (8), wurðful (9), wurðfulla 

(7), wurðfullan (8), wurðfulle (7), wurðfullne (1), wurðfullum (7), wurþfulla (1), 

wurþfulle (1), wurþfullum (1), wurþful (1) 

Weorcful (1) Weorcfull (1) 

Wistful (1) Wistfull (1) 

Wliteful (1) Wlitefull (1) 

Wōhful (14) Wōhfull (7), wōhfulle (1), wōhfullre (1), wōhfullum (1), wōhful (4) 

Wordful (5) Wordful (3), wordfull (1), wordfulle (1) 

Wræcful (7) Wræcfullum (3), wræcful (2), wræcfulle (2) 

Wuldorful (97) Wuldorfull (6), wuldorfulla (8), wuldorfullan (24), wuldorfulle (19), wuldorfullum 

(6), wuldorful (13), wulderfull (2), wulderful (5), wulderfulla (1), wulderfullan (3), 

wulderfulle (6), wulderfullum (3), wuldurfulle (1) 

Wundorful (4) Wundorfull (1), wundorfulle (1), wundorfulla (1), wunderfulre (1) 

Yfelful (1) Yfelfullum (1) 

 


